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ABSTRACT 

 

Direct torque control (DTC) of an induction motor fed by a voltage source inverter is a simple 

scheme that does not need long computation time. The main advantage of DTC technique is that it 

is not sensitive to the variation of motor parameters except the stator resistance in its flux observer 

especially at low speed operation. The stator resistance can be changes during the motor operation 

due to ambient temperature or frequency. This paper, introduces an additional on Line fuzzy 

controller used to estimate the stator resistance for the DTC flux observer. The inputs for the 

proposed fuzzy controller are speed and stator current errors between the traditional DTC flux 

observer values, which using constant value of the stator resistance equals to the nominal value, 

and their values using the proposed on line stator resistance estimator values. The induction motor 

saturated pi model is used which is more practical than the approximate linear model especially in 

the large motors. The saturation function and the motor parameters are identified experimentally. 

The proposed technique response is checked at sinusoidal and trapezoidal reference speeds. The 

results show good improvements of the DTC response using the proposed adaptive fuzzy 

controller during on line variation in the stator resistance of the induction motor. 

 

 د هاو عااام بطاي  ح يحتااى ولا  و ا محرك حثي يغذيه عااك  مان عاوص م ادر ال  ال (DTC)التحكم المباشرفي عزم الدوران 
فااي ممااام   التااي  ااد تحااد   لتغياارا  اااا اهااو هع ااا ح تتطاام بالحطاطاايق ت DTC. والمياازا الرسيطاايق لت عيااق ا الحطااابفااي  وياا  

 ا المحاارك مااا عاادا م اومااق المتااو الثاباا  والتااي تااقتر فااي مرا ااي تاادفص الناايل المغعا يطااي   و ااا ععااد التشااغي  بطاارع
ي ادم هاذا البحا  وععد تغير در ق حرارا ال و المحي  بالمحرك او التردد. من الممكن ان تتغير مع نتق. م اومق المتو الثاب  

لنايل المغعاا ي  فاي ا لمرا اي التادفص  هثعاء التشاغي باطاتمرارالثابا   لمتاوم اوماق ا حطاايمتحكم  اوارزمي لاح بأتافق ه تر
لك   من الطرعه التياار هاو عباار  أال  م دار . و للمحرك وال  أ في تيار المتو الثاب  الطرعقال  أ في  اوتكون مد  ته هم

 (DTC)وهااذا مايحااد  فااي ل يمااق امطااميق ل مطاااويقيمااق ثابتااق لم اومااق المتااو الثاباا  طاات دام   يمت ماععااد ه مااابين عاان الناارص 
 ب اا للماتحكم ال اوارزمي هثعااء التشاغي   هطات دام ال يماق النملياق المحطاوبق لم اوماق المتاو الثابا  يمت ماا ععاد وما باين العم ي 
ر تأثير التشبع والذي يمتبر هكثر د ق مان العماوذى ال  اي لتمثي  المحرك الحثي ه ذا في امعتبا PIو د اطت دم عموذى  .الم ترح 

. عملياا الحثاي المطات دم فاي الدراطاق لمحاركا   ماالتشبع ومما دالقتم تحديد  د و  و ا في المحركا  ذا  ال درا  الماليق. 
. والعتااس  تباين ي هدساهللو او  علاو د تم ه تبار هداء ال ري ه الم ترحق ععد مر ميق طرعق  يبيق ومر ميق طرعق شابق معحار  

المتحكم الم ايئ الم ترح ععد تغيار  يماق م اوماق المتاو الثابا  للمحارك الحثاي هثعااء  اتافق د تحطن كثيرا مع  (DTC)هن هداء 
 التشغي .

 
 Keywords: Adaptive control, Fuzzy controller, DTC drives, Induction machines, Parameter 

estimation. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years significant advance have been made 

on the sensor less field oriented controlled induction 

machines drives. In the middle of 1980 direct torque 

control was developed as an alternative to field 

oriented control to overcome its problems [1]. In 

direct torque controlled (DTC) induction motor drive 

supplied by a voltage source inverter, the scheme as 

the name indicates, it is possible to control directly 

the stator flux linkage rotor  flux or the magnetization 

flux and the electromagnetic torque by selecting of 

an optimum inverter voltage vector through a pre-

designed inverter gate pulses look-up tables [2]. The 

stator flux and electromagnetic torque are controlled 

in a closed loop by using flux and torque hysteresis 

comparators. Then, the selection of the optimum 

voltage vector of a voltage source inverter is to 

restrict the flux and torque errors within their 

respective flux and torque hysteresis comparator 
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bands to obtain fast torque response, low inverter 

switching frequency and low harmonic losses [3]. 

Unlike field oriented control method, DTC 

techniques require utilization of hysteresis band 

comparators instead of flux and torque controllers. In 

addition, utilization of look-up tables to select 

inverter switching gate pulses is to replace the 

coordinate transformation and pulse width 

modulation (PWM) signal generators of field 

oriented control [4]. Before explaining the control 

principals of DTC we will first develop a torque 

expression as a function of the stator and rotor fluxes.  

Two level voltage source inverter or six step voltage 

inverter schematic is the most commonly used in 

DTC of induction motor. Recently, there are many 

topologies for the voltage source inverter used in 

DTC of induction motors  as three level voltage 

source inverter that enhance the output voltage vector 

possibilities since more voltage inverter states are 

available. The DC supply to the inverter is provided 

either by a battery or a rectifier supplied from three 

phase AC source. Usually there is no neutral load 

connection between the motor and the inverter, the 

inverter output voltage (phase to neutral) is only 

dependant on the DC voltage link supplying the 

inverter (E) and the Boolean states of the inverter 

branches Sa, Sb and Sc as given in equation (1) [5].  

(1) 

The status of each inverter branch can be represented 

by two Boolean states 0 or 1 and considering the 

combinations of status of phases a, b and c, there are 

eight admissible combination of the three pairs of 

switches groups. Accordingly the resulting space 

voltage vector driving the motor has eight possible 

positions or values. Two of these positions are null 

vectors, and correspond to the three upper switches 

closed, V7 (1 1 1), or three lower switches are closed, 

V0 (0 0 0) [6]. The remaining six positions are the 

active (non null) values of the space voltage vectors. 

The amplitude of the space voltage vectors depends 

only on the value of the DC link voltage. The six 

active space voltage vectors have the same amplitude 

equal to (2E/3)  with regular phase angle of 60
o
, 

which are dividing the plan into six regular sectors 

(each 60
o
 angle wide) and each of them lies in the 

center of a sector of 60
o
 width named S1 to S6 . The 

stator resistance voltage drop at high speed is very 

small which can be neglected but at low speed this 

approximation is not valid because stator resistance 

voltage drop take a significant portion compared with 

the input stator voltage accordingly, it has to be taken 

into consideration and be properly compensated [7]. 

In this paper, an adaptive on line estimator for the 

stator resistance value using fuzzy scheme is 

proposed to enhance the DTC flux observer accuracy 

and reliability using the speed and stator current 

errors. DTC stator flux observer principles are 

discussed to present the effect of stator resistance 

value on the DTC drive motor behavior. Also the 

saturation pi model parameters and saturation 

function are identified experimentally. The proposed 

on- line fuzzy scheme is presented and the simulation 

results are demonstrated.  

2. DTC STATOR FLUX OBSERVER 

 

The basic idea of the DTC concept is to choose the 

best voltage vector, which makes the stator flux 

rotates and produce the desired torque in a predefined 

band [8]. The DTC has the advantage that it is based 

on estimation of the instantaneous values of the flux 

and torque from stator variables only which are 

easily measurable. Most of the flux estimation 

techniques proposed is based on voltage model and 

current model or the combination of both, but both 

methods still have some drawbacks [8]. DTC 

technique can be used for speed control of three 

phase induction motors by adding an external speed 

control loop to the main core of the DTC. In such 

technique the motor speed is compared with 

reference speed then the resulting speed error is 

controlled by a PI speed controller in order to get fast 

speed response. The output of the PI controller used 

as a torque reference for the hysteresis torque 

comparator.  The DTC with conventional stator 

resistance estimator is shown at Fig.1.  The better 

accuracy in stator flux estimation can be achieved 

using modern flux observers instead of conventional 

flux estimators. Flux observers need a higher speed 

digital signal processor DSP or micro controller 

because of their high computation burden compared 

with other methods of flux estimators, but they are 

less sensitive to motor parameters variations. The 

reference values of the stator flux *ˆ s  and 

electromagnetic torque *
eT magnitudes are compared 

with their respective estimated values and the torque 

and flux errors are processed through three level and 

two level hysteresis band controllers. Usually the 

values of hysteresis band width are chosen to be 

within ±2% to ± 6% of the reference values. These 

values shall be selected carefully, because of a too 

small values may have the effect of losing the 

control. Furthermore the flux hysteresis band mainly 

affects the stator current distortion, and the torque 

hysteresis band affects the switching frequency and 

thus the switching losses [3]. The output of both 

torque and flux hysteresis comparators ),( HHTe
 

with the position of the stator flux are used as inputs 
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to the voltage vector selection block to generate the 

appropriate control voltage vector  for the inverter by 

a predesigned look-up table. The selection of the 

appropriate voltage vector is based on restricting the 

stator flux and electromagnetic torque errors within 

their respective hysteresis band width. 

 
Fig. 1: DTC with Rs conventional estimator 

2.1 Effect of Stator Resistance  

The stator flux linkage can be expressed as [8&3]: 

  dtiRtv sss

s

s ))((̂                  (2) 

The stator flux is directly affected by impressing the 

stator voltage Vs through the output of a voltage 

source inverter, which has only eight voltage vectors 

including six nonzero voltage vectors and two zero 

ones. Because of the stator flux changes discretely at 

the switching intervals and the applied voltage to the 

stator is one of the 8
th

 voltage vectors of the two 

levels VSI. Therefore, equation (2) can be rearranged 

as: 
s

sosscba

s

s dtiRtSSS  ˆ),,(V̂ˆ
s      (3) 

Where;  s
s

s
so  ˆ,ˆ  are; stator flux values at the 

beginning and at the end of the inverter switching ∆t 

period respectively.  Eqn. (3) show that, the stator 

flux moves on a locus with constant velocity 

determined by the selected voltage vector and the 

duration ∆t for which it is applied, therefore torque 

angle can be controlled by controlling the speed of 

rotation of the stator flux with respect to the rotor 

flux. This can be done by changing 
s

ŝ  

incrementally by applying proper stator voltage 

vector sV̂  for time increment ∆t. Eqn. (3) can be 

written as: 

 dtiRtSSS sscba
s

s ),,(V̂ˆ s     (4) 

The variation of Rs may influence the calculation of 

stator flux significantly and thereby the overall 

performance of the DTC system. At low speeds, the 

back emf term is small, and the resistive drop RsIs is 

comparable with the supply voltage magnitude Vs. 

Therefore any change in stator resistance gives 

wrong estimation of stator flux and consequently of 

the electric torque, stator current and the stator flux 

position. An error in stator flux position is more 

important as it can cause the controller to select a 

wrong switching state which can result in failure of 

the controller. So the parameter mismatch between 

the controller and motor makes the drive system 

unstable. So the stator resistance compensation is 

essential to overcome instability in DTC control 

[9].These make a sound to have a reliable on line 

stator resistance estimator to improve the DTC drive 

global performance which is the target of this paper. 

 

3. SATURATED INDUCTION MOTOR 

MODELING  

The main results of the dissertation on induction 

motor control under magnetic saturation will be 

based on the  π- model in this paper as the  π- model 

was experimentally found be better suited to capture 

the nonlinear magnetic effect, and furthermore it is 

much easier , as will appear shortly, to deal with in 

terms of nonlinear control law synthesis. The 

relationship between the currents and the fluxes for 

the   π model can be compactly written as [10]:  





































ψr

ψs

I2)g)ψs(gr l
(I2gl

I2glI2)g)ψs(gs l
(

Ir

Is

 (6) 

Where; I2 is the 2x2 identity matrix, gl is the 

reciprocal of the leakage inductance ( Ll), gs and gr 

are the stator and rotor vector-valued nonlinear 

saturation functions. The scalar saturation functions 

gs and gr only affect the magnitude, while keeping 

flux and current at same direction. These functions 

are monotone increasing and are non zero at the 

origin. The saturation functions gs(x) and gr(x) have 

to be identified experimentally for each motor as 

shown in the next section. 

 

3.1 Motor Parameters and Saturation Function  

The parameters of the motor models used in this 

study are given in table (1) and were calculated 

experimentally from no load test and short circuit 

test. The saturation functions are determined from the 

no load test as the following;  

 

ImI

)7(                   XsRsIoVnlVs

0 



 The mutual inductance voltage equations are: 

Im*g(x)ψm

(8)                     Im*g(x)JωVs



 






The air gap flux equation is given by 

(9)                    
f 2Π

Vsψm 

Where;  J is the moment of inertia is the speed, Vs is 

the stator voltage and it is calculated from measured 

no load voltage (Vnl) and the no load current is (Io) 
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using equation (7).  From equations (8) and (9), the 

magnetization curve (relation between (ψm and Im) 

can be plotted as shown in Figure (2). From the 

magnetization curve, the magnetization function (ψm) 

as a function of (Im) can be obtained using curve 

fitting. If the mutual inductance is needed, it can be 

obtained by fitting the magnetization curve to a 

straight line passing through the origin. The stator 

saturation function is:  

 

(10)                                 x)2sinh(5455.0(x)
s

g 

Similarly the rotor saturation function is:  

(11)                                 x)2sinh(5455.0(x)
r

g 

   

Fig.2: Non linear Saturation function compared to linear 

function. 

 

Table (1) motor parameters 

Parameter(unit) π – model 

Rs(Ω) 

Rr(Ω) 
Lm (H) 

Ll(H) 

J Kgm^2 

b Ns/rad 

8 

6 
1.1 

0.062 

0.06 
0.04 

 4. PROPOSED ADAPTIVE FUZZY 

CONTROLLER  

The procedure of implementing fuzzy logic 

controller is known as fuzzy logic inference system 

(FIS). Generally, there are three main fuzzy inference 

systems Mamdani fuzzy logic inference system, 

Sugeno fuzzy logic inference system, and Tsukamoto 

fuzzy logic inference system [10]. In this paper 

Mamdani fuzzy logic controller is used. The block 

diagram for the proposed fuzzy controller for online 

stator resistance adaptation of the flux observer for 

any variation in the stator resistance for induction 

motor is shown in Fig. 3.  The inputs for the fuzzy 

controller are, errors between the measured values of 

the motor speed and the stator current (Is) and its 

estimated values (ω). The speed error is the 

difference between the speed reference (ωref) and 

actual speed (ω). While the stator current error is the 

difference between  the stator current without 

adapting the  stator resistance that mean at Rs equal 

to Rsn and the estimated current at (Is estimated) with 

adapting at  RS equal(Rs adaptive) . The on line value of 

the stator resistance at each sampling time calculated 

as follows: 

     kRskRskRs  1    (12) 

The speed error is:   

   kke ref      (13) 

The stator current error is:  

   kIIke estimatedsi      (14) 

 
Fig 3: Proposed Fuzzy controller for Rs estimator 

 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSIONS 

The proposed system simulation was done by using 

SIMULINK and FUZZY toolboxes under MATLAB 

program. The motor parameters and the saturation 

functions that had been identified in the previous 

section experimentally were used in the study. The 

proposed DTC controller performance reliability was 

checked at different reference speeds. 

5.1: Sinusoidal Reference Speed, Case 1 

The simulation Conventional DTC motor speed is 

shown in Fig. 4a. The results illustrate that there is a 

small deviation between the actual motor speed and 

the reference speed during the increasing period (0-

10) sec. After this period while the stator resistance 

value was 16 ohm, the actual motor speed with 

conventional DTC cannot reach its reference value 

and there was a significant difference between them, 

even in the speed direction. While Fig. 4.b shows the 

proposed fuzzy controller motor speed which 

illustrates that the actual speed and the reference 

speed are identical and the proposed fuzzy controller 

performance has a high reliability even with 

sinusoidal reference speed.  
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4. a: Speed at conventional DTC Speed ,case 1 

 
Fig. 4.b: Speed at Proposed Fuzzy DTC, case1 

Rotor flux at conventional DTC is shown in Fig. 5.a 

as the reference value was at 0.4 Weber. It shows that 

the conventional DTC fails to fulfill the rotor flux 

reference during the increasing of the stator 

resistance as it keep the resistance value constant 

with its nominal value. The proposed fuzzy controller 

rotor flux is shown in Fig. 5.b which shows that the  

fuzzy controller succeed to adapt itself during the 

stator resistance change and keeping the rotor flux 

equal to the target reference value. 
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Fig 5.a: Rotor flux conventional DTC, case 1. 
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Fig.5.b: Rotor flux proposed Fuzzy, case 1. 

Figure 6.a shows the stator current while Fig. 7.a 

shows the motor torque for the conventional DTC 

which illustrate that their values cannot match the 

speed change and its values are going down and then 

back as a constant and this is due to the difference 

between the reference speed and the actual motor 

speed and also due to rotor flux deviation. The 

proposed fuzzy controller stator current and torque in 

Fig. 6.b and Fig. 6.c respectively and it show that 

their values are stable, reliable and match the 

reference speed. The proposed fuzzy controller 

estimation for the stator resistance during the on line 

change of its value is shown in Fig. 8 which indicate 

that the proposed technique has a high sensitivity for 

the stator resistance change. 
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Fig 6.a: Stator current conventional DTC, case 1. 
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Fig.6.b: Stator current Proposed Fuzzy, case 1. 
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Fig 7.a: Torque conventional DTC , case1. 
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Fig.7.b: Torque proposed Fuzzy, case1. 
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Fig.8: Proposed Fuzzy estimator stator resistance, case1. 

5.2: Trapezoidal Reference Speed, Case 2 

This case studies the reliability and sensitivity of the 

proposed fuzzy controller at trapezoidal reference 

speed during the on line increasing of the stator 

resistance with the same manner of case1. Simulation 

result for the proposed fuzzy controller motor speed 

is shown in Fig.9.a, it illustrates that the actual speed 

is tracked the reference speed during the stator 

resistance change period. Also the rotor flux of the 

proposed fuzzy controller rotor flux in this case is 

introduced at Fig. 9.b, which shows that it achieves 

the target reference values assigned by 0.4 Weber 

and adapt itself during the stator resistance change 

period with high sensitivity. The stator current and 

motor torque in this case are shown in Fig. 9.c and 

Fig. 9.d respectively which illustrate that their values 

are changed sensitively and matched the change of 

the motor speed and the stator resistance. Figure10 

shows the proposed fuzzy controller estimation 

output for the stator resistance during the on line 

change and it shows the high sensitivity of the 

proposed technique to reach the actual value of the 

stator resistance during the motor on line operation. 

 
Fig.9.a: Proposed Fuzzy motor speed, case 2. 
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Fig.9.b: proposed Fuzzy rotor flux, case 2. 
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Fig.9.c: Proposed Fuzzy current, case 2. 
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Fig.9.d: proposed Fuzzy torque, case 2. 
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Fig.10: Proposed Fuzzy estimator of stator resistance, case2. 

 
 

 

6. CONCLUSION  

The stator resistance of the induction motor can be 

increased during the normal operation and this can be 

due to the increasing of the ambient temperature 

and/or overloading and /or increasing of the core 

losses or the motor original parameters are changed. 

The DTC flux observer causes a poor response of the 

controller during the variation in the stator resistance 

which may lead to instability of the control system. 

In this paper the saturated model of induction motor 

is used, and the saturation function and the motor 

parameters are identified experimentally. Also a 

fuzzy controller is proposed to be used for online 

adaptation of the stator resistance value for the flux 

observer. The results indicated that the proposed 

fuzzy controller improve the DTC performance 

during the on line change of the stator resistance. The 

proposed technique is simple and checked for both 

sinusoidal and trapezoidal reference speeds. The 

results show that the proposed system is reliable and 

sensitive and can be implemented for the DTC 

performance enhancement. 
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